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We are a small company of computer experts with home delivery. Service, repair and
maintenance to keep your computer up running smoothly all Year long! We respond quickly and
will have you working again in short order. Taking pride in having the knowledge and ability to
solve your computer problems quickly and efficiently.

Slow Performance
Operating System Failure
Internet Connections
Illegal Operations Errors (BSOD)
Hardware Failure
Hardware Conflicts
Freeze Ups
System Won't Shut Down
Memory Problems
Printing Problems
Virus Problems
Backup Problems
Network Problems
Data Corruption
Spyware, Malware and Adware 
Network Connection problems
Disk Sanitizing Service (Hipaa)
Data Recovery
Windows Installation(Any version)
Software Installation
Cleaning your computer
Disamble any laptop or desktop computer.
Linux Installation
Remote Control/Support

 

We created our service to meet the needs of our users.

 

Our commitment is to do more than simply service your computer - we want to be certain that you are
completely satisfied and comfortable with your computer service experience.  We do this by taking care of your
computer repairs for you!

After providing an initial diagnosis and estimate,  we complete most needed upgrades or
repairs, ensuring that your computer system work properly before we leave.  In most
cases, all work can be done in a single visit.
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All of this for a price that is competitive with what many of the "big guys" charge for
carry-in service! So if you live in town and have a business network of 5 computers or
more then contact us by email.

1. Prevention is better, less expensive and easier, than computer repairs.The best
way to be sure that nothing goes wrong with your computer is to perform routine
computer maintenance regularly.

 

1. Maintenance goes far beyond the physical hardware, we check for viruses,
trojans, malware, spy ware and adware which can severely affect performance -
and waiting too long can cost you much more than the ounce of prevention. We
will also tune your workstation for peak performance.

1. Your computer system hardware contains both mechanical and electronic
components that are extremely delicate, sensitive and in need of regular care. 
Many times computer failure can be prolonged or eliminated by implementing a
proactive computer maintenance program.

1. The Computer Guys will provide routine preventative computer maintenance
checks, regular cleanings, do installations and upgrades, and provide repairs
when necessary. Tuning your computer to it's highest level of performance.

1. We are available to provide the level of maintenance service you require and we
offer  fast response times, competitive rates and great customer service! We
come to your place of business to service your computer needs. Our professional,
courteous employees are at your disposal to answer any computer related
questions you might have and to take care of your computer. 

1. Our primary function has always been computer maintenance and we have
considerable experience and expertise in hardware problems. We are always
happy to offer computer maintenance contracts tailored to match your company's
response needs and budget
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